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Intern in Sales and Logistics

BIGH is a young company that aims to develop, build and operate integrated aquaponic farms in urban sites. Our

main objective is to produce sustainable food integrated in a short circuit to promote a circular economy. The first

farm, Brussels Aquaponic Farm, was inaugurated in April 2018 and produces rainbow trout, tomatoes, aubergines

and aromatic herbs in a coupled system. BIGH operates this site while considering the development of other farms in

Brussels, as well as in other major European cities.

Team and approach

We are a young and dynamic team passionate about sustainable development. Our employees are eager to share

their ideas and thoughts whilst bringing continuous improvements (technical, economic, environmental

optimizations). We offer a work environment specific to a start-up, with lots of energy and driven by a unique vision

to bring local, healthy and sustainable products.

Operating site

The Brussels Aquaponic Farm (4000 m2) is located in the Abattoirs of Anderlecht, an emblematic site in the center of

the Belgian capital. It is made up of different innovative agricultural systems, allowing the demonstration of the

potential solutions that urban agriculture can offer. The roof includes a high-tech greenhouse producing aromatic

herbs and vegetables, an outdoor garden and finally a recirculated aquaculture system. All the systems are linked,

whereby the nutrient rich wastewater from the aquaculture system is used to irrigate the different crops.

Internship description :

The intern will follow, support and be supervised by the logistic and order manager at BIGH. Tasks include;

● Sales logistics management: communication and contact with delivery service, organization deliveries, order
verification, stock management, delivery follow-up, making delivery notes and invoice verification

● Customers contact: communication and taking orders with customers
● Main contact point between customers and productions: ensure good communication between production

and sales teams

Other : the intern will need to be flexible and may have to undertake other tasks that occur in a start-up
environment: horticultural harvesting tasks, trellising, leaf removal, fish feeding, order preparation, visits etc.

Desired attributes and experience:

● Communication skills
● Good organisation
● Proactive & quick learner
● Multi-task
● Ability to work independently as well as in a team
● Fluent in FR and EN, NL is an asset
● Motivated to help the production teams when necessary

Duration: as soon as possible (for a minimum of 2 months)

Interested? Send us an email with your CV and motivation to Léa Walravens, lw@bigh.tech


